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The call returns a list of invoices (objects) that have been successfully created.
Each invoice will have two fields, id and displayOrder. ID may be used to identify

the invoice in a list, but it is no guarantee that ID is unique as it can be reused. This
call can be used to retrieve invoices that have been created. API returns a

collection of Invoice objects that has all the available data. If no invoices are
available, API returns a net.sf.salesforce.soap.fault.SforceException.More

information about invoicing, such as how to pay, how to print and more, is available
in our SDK documentation . Receive an invoice. If the invoice is a sales invoice, the
parameter invoiceNumber denotes the invoice number of that invoice.If the invoice
is a purchase invoice, the parameter invoiceNumber denotes the number of the last

invoice the customer has received.For invoices of unknown or suspended status,
API returns a status of UNKNOWN with the invoice number (and any other number
API can generate) as effective_invoice_number. The parameter billToDate denotes

the date when the invoice is billed. Where the parameter billToDate specifies a
customer, API will construct the fully qualified name of the customer (for example,
my+account@email.com) in which my is the customer's first name, account is the

customer's account name and + is the @ character plus the email address.
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Invoice Manager 2.1.19 (Multilingual) Activation Code by CORE Serial Key Get total
sales and purchases of the current (or the selected) group of products (purchases

invoiced against the same customer). You can get information only about the "raw"
sales data (without discounts) by setting the getSalesReportParams = 1 parameter.

However, there is a limitation - in that case, the totals are calculated only for the
first 100 products in the list. The result of getSalesReport provides total sales for
the group of products as well as sales/purchases by product.If you want to get
totals for the whole portfolio, set getSalesReportParams = 2. Pay a deposit. In

Erply, a payment is associated with a customer, and optionally an invoice (or some
other sales document, eg. a sales order). One invoice can have many payments.
Payment, on the other hand, can only be associated with one invoice at a time. If
customer makes an aggregate payment towards several invoices, it needs to be
split up into parts. To list payments, see getPayments.A typical use case for the
savePayment API call is recording a sale (that has been made in POS or in a web

shop). In that case, send a saveSalesDocument API call, followed by
savePayment.See also calculateShoppingCart. That API call helps you calculate cart
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total, and also gives instructions regarding other retail features (issuing and
redeeming coupons etc.) List all outstanding line items. All line items appear in the

linenum field; the other fields can include applied and comments to indicate the
status of the invoice line items. applied is used to show whether the line items have

been applied to the invoice, while comments is to indicate if the line items are
awaiting comments from the customer. Line items can also be filtered by the

supplier, which is optional. Finally, the invoicedby field indicates the supplier that
has invoiced the customer for this line item.If the invoiceNumber provided matches

the billTo of an invoice, the line items are subtracted from that invoice. If all
invoices are to be refunded, then this API call should be performed multiple times

to sum the invoice totals.In addition, this API call can be used to set the status of all
invoices to cancelled, unpaid or paid. You can also specify the start and end dates
and amount to be refunded. Finally, it can be used to extend the payment date of

all invoices by a specified amount. 5ec8ef588b
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